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Abstract: Parallel transmission lines or Double circuit transmission lines have been extensively utilized in modern power 

systems to enhance the reliability and security for transmission of electrical energy. This paper presents two fundamental 

algorithms: Impedance based, Travelling wave (TW) based algorithms for 100km, 400KV Double circuit transmission lines. 

MATLAB/ Simulink software was used to implement these algorithms. The accuracy of fault location on power transmission line 

are reviewed for these two methods by varying various parameters like fault type, fault location on a given power system model. 
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1. Introduction 

Location of faults in power transmission lines is one of 

main concerns for all electric utilities as the accurate fault 

location can help to restore the power supply in shortest 

possible time. Fault location methods are broadly classified as 

impedance based method which uses the steady state 

fundamental component of voltage and current values [1-6], 

Travelling wave(TW) based method which uses the incident 

and reflected TWs observed at measuring ends of the 

line[7-10],and knowledge based method which uses artificial 

neural network and/or pattern recognition techniques[11]. 

Conventional fault detection algorithms are designed based 

On current or voltage magnitude measurements .When a fault 

occurs on a transmission line it causes a sudden change in the 

current and voltage signals as well as measured impedances at 

the relay location. Increase of current magnitude or decrease 

of voltage/impedance magnitude could be considered as a 

measure to detect a system fault; these algorithms are 

dependent on various factors such as fault resistance and 

power system short circuit capacity. This paper describes two 

fundamental algorithms: Impedance based, Travelling wave 

(TW) based algorithms are implemented in 100km,400KV 

Double circuit transmission lines; it compares two algorithms 

by varying various parameters like fault type; fault location 

etc. 

2. Theory of Impedance Based Fault 

Location Algorithm 

 

Fig. 1. Equivalent Positive sequence circuit diagram for double circuit 

transmission lines. 

 

Fig. 2. Equivalent negative sequence circuit diagram for Double circuit 

transmission lines. 
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Fig. 3. Equivalent zero sequence circuit diagram for double circuit 

transmission lines. 

To derive the Fault location algorithm, the fault loop 

composed according to the fault classified type is considered. 

This loop contains the faulted line segment (between points 

AA and F) and the fault path itself. A generalized model for 

the fault loop is stated as fallows 

 ���_� − ��	
� ∗ ���_� − � ∗ � = 0        (1) 

Where 

� = �	 ∗ �	 + �� ∗ �� + �� ∗ ��       (2) 

Fault loop voltages and current can be expressed interns of 

the local measurements and with using coefficients gathered 

in Table 1. 

    ���_� = �	���	 + ������ + ������         (3) 

   ���_� = �	���	 + ������ + �� �������� ���� + �� ������� ����   (4) 

Table 1. Coefficients for determining signals defined in Equations (2) and (3). 

����  !"#$ �% �& �' () 1 1 1 +) �� � 1 ,) � �� 1 (+, (+), (+,, (+,) 1 − �� 1 − � 0 +,, +,) �� − � � − �� 0 ,(, ,() � − 1 �� − 1 0 � = ./01224 3⁄ 7 
Voltage drop across the fault path (as shown in the third 

term in Equation (1)) is expressed using sequence components 

of total fault current (IF0, IF1, IF2). Determining this voltage 

drop requires establishing the weighting coefficients. These 

coefficients can accordingly be determined by taking the 

boundary conditions for particular fault type. However, there 

is some freedom for that. Thus, it is proposed firstly to utilize 

this freedom for avoiding zero sequence quantities. This is 

well known that the zero sequence impedance of a line is 
considered as unreliable parameter. This is so due to 

dependence of this impedance upon the resistivity of a soil, 

which is changeable and influenced by weather conditions. 

Moreover, as a result of influence of overhead ground wires 

the zero sequence impedance is not constant along the line 

length. Thus, it is highly desirable to avoid completely the 

usage of zero sequence quantities when determining the 

voltage drop across the fault path. This can be accomplished 

by setting �� = 0 as shown in Table 2, where the alternative 

sets of the weighting coefficients are gathered. Secondly, the 

freedom in establishing the weighting coefficients can be 

utilized for determining the preference for using particular 

quantities. The negative sequence (Table 2) or the positive 

sequence (Table 2) can be preferred. 

For example, considering AG fault one has: 

  8���	��
8 = 	

9 ∗ 81 1 11 � ��
1 �� � 8 ∗ 8��00 8             (5) 

Thus, symmetrical components of a fault current are: 

         �� = �	 = �� = 	
9 ∗ �� = �            (6) 

It follows from Equation (6) that the total faults current 

(� = �:) can be expressed in the following alternative ways, 

depending on which symmetrical component is preferred: 

    � = 3 ∗ �	                     (7) 

� = 3 ∗ ��                     (8) 

      � = 3 ∗ ��                     (9) 

    � = 1.5 ∗ �	 + 1.5 ∗ ��         (10) 

Application of Equation (1) for fault location requires 

determining the positive and the negative sequence 

components of the fault path current. Considering the two 

different paths in the circuits of Fig.1 and Fig.2:- the faulted 

line segment adjacent to the local substation, the healthy line 

together with the remote segment of the faulted line, one 

obtains: 

     �	 = =���>?��@?���∗=�@�
	>A            (11) 

        �� = =��B>?B�@?B��∗=�@B
	>A                (12) 

Substituting Equation (11) and (12) in Equation (2) 

     � = �	 ∗ =���>?��@?���∗=�@�
	>A + �� ∗ =��B>?B�@?B��∗=�@B

	>A    (13) 

 � = :C�∗D=���>?��@?���∗=�@�EF:CB∗D=��B>?B�@?B��∗=�@BE
	>A      (14) 

Let 

G	� = �	 ∗ H���	 − ���@���� ∗ ���	I + �� ∗ =��B>?B�@?B��∗=�@B
	>A  (15) 

Therefore 

� = J�B	>A                      (16) 

Substitute Equation (16) in Equation (1) 

              ���_� − ��	
� ∗ ���_� − J�B	>A ∗ � = 0       (17) 

Resolving (17) into real and imaginary parts gives: 

�.K���_�L − � ∗ �.K�	
� ∗ ���_�L − MC	>A ∗ �.1G	�7 = 0 (18) 
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�NK���_�L − � ∗ �NK�	
� ∗ ���_�L − MC	>A ∗ �N1G	�7 = 0  (19) 

Elimination of the agent (RF/(1-d)) yields the following 

formula for a sought distance to fault: 

O�.K�	
� ∗ ���_�L �.1G	�7
�NK�	
� ∗ ���_�L �N1G	�7O ∗ O �MC	>AO = O�.K���_�L

�NK���_�LO (20) 

   � = OMPKQ��_RL MP1J�B7
=SKQ��_RL =S1J�B7O

OMPK����∗=��_RL MP1J�B7
=SK����∗=��_RL =S1J�B7O               (21) 

� = MPKQ��_RL∗=S1J�B7>=SKQ��_RL∗MP1J�B7
MPK����∗=��_RL∗=S1J�B7>=SK����∗=��_RL∗MP1J�B7  (22) 

� = =SKQ��_RL∗MP1J�B7>MPKQ��_RL∗=S1J�B7
=SK����∗=��_RL∗MP1J�B7>=S1J�B7∗MPK����∗=��_RL  (23) 

The formula (23) can be written down in a more even 

compact alternative form: 

  � = =SKQ��_R∗J�B∗L
=SK����∗=��_R∗J�B∗L              (24) 

Table 2. Alternative sets of weighting coefficients. 

����   "#$ 
T$  U T$  UU ��% ��& ��' ��% ��& ��' () 0 3 0 3 0 0 +) 0 −1.5 + 21.5√3 0 −1.5 − 21.5√3 0 0 ,) 0 −1.5 − 21.5√3 0 −1.5 + 21.5√3 0 0 (+ 0 1.5 − 20.5√3 0 1.5 + 20.5√3 0 0 +, 0 2√3 0 −2√3 0 0 ,( 0 −1.5 − 20.5√3 0 −1.5 + 0.5√3 0 0 (+) 1.5 + 20.5√3 1.5 − 20.5√3 0 1.5 + 20.5√3 1.5 − 20.5√3 0 +,) −2√3 2√3 0 −2√3 2√3 0 ,() 1.5 − 20.5√3 1.5 + 20.5√3 0 1.5 − 20.5√3 1.5 + 20.5√3 0 (+,, (+,) 1.5 + 20.5√3 1.5 − 20.5√3 0 1.5 + 20.5√3 1.5 − 20.5√3 0 

 

3. Traveling Wave Based Fault Location 

Algorithm 

The proposed fault location algorithm using Wavelet 

Transform is show in the following steps: 

1. Get the signals from transducer output. 

2. Transform the signals into modal domain. 

3. Apply Discrete Wavelet Transform and obtain the 

Wavelet Transform Coefficients (Wmm). 

4. If the mode 0 (Wmm0 )is zero, then the fault is identified as 

an ungrounded fault and the fault distance is given by the 

equation : 

d= (v x td)/2                 (25) 

where d is the fault location from source A, v is the wave 

velocity of mode 1 having magnitude slightly less than 

velocity of light, and td is the time gap between first two 

peaks of WTC of mode 1. 

5. If the mode 0(Wmm0) is nonzero, then the fault is 

identified as a grounded fault and the calculate the time 

gap tdm between the first peaks of mode 0 and mode 1. 

If tdm > tl/2, then 

td
l
= (2l/v) – tx              (26) 

d=(v x td
l
)/2                (27) 

where tl/2 is the travel time delay between mode 0 and mode 1 

if the fault is located at the center of the line, x is the distance 

to the fault, v is the wave velocity of mode 1, and tx is the time 

delay between two consecutive peaks of the WTC mode 1. 

Else, the fault distance using (Fault is in second half section 

of line). 

d= (v x td)/2                    (28) 

4. Power System Model 

The SimPowerSystem which is an extension to the simulink 

of MATLAB software was used to simulate the double end fed 

power system. The 100 km, 400 kV Double circuit 

transmission line was modeled using distributed parameter 

model as shown in Fig.4 

 
Fig. 4. Power System model. 

The transmission line parameters are as follows: 

Positive Sequence Resistance, R1 : 0.0275 Ω / km 

Zero Sequence Resistance, R0 : 0. 275 Ω/km 

Zero Sequence Mutual Resistance, R0m : 0.21 Ω/km 

Positive Sequence Inductance, L1 : 0.00102 H/km 

Zero Sequence Inductance, L0 : 0.003268 H/km 

Zero Sequence Mutual Inductance, L0m : 0.0020 H/km 

Positive Sequence Capacitance,C1 : 13 e
-0.009

 F/km 

Zero Sequence Capacitance, C0 : 8.5 e
-0.009

 F/km 

Zero Sequence mutual Capacitance, Com : -5e
-009

 F/km 
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5. Simulation Results 

The simulation is carried out for these algorithms by 

varying various fault parameters like fault type, fault location 

etc. The accuracy of fault location of these three algorithms 

are compared and shown in Table.3. 

Table 3. Results of two algorithms. 

Fault Type 
Actual fault 

location 

Impedance based Method Travelling wave based Method 

desti Error% desti Error% 

A1G 10 9.6896 0.3104% 9.911 0.089% 

B1G 20 19.7514 0.2486% 19.944 0.056% 

C2G 30 29.3602 0.6398% 29.96 0.040% 

A2B2 40 39.938 0.062% 39.997 0.003% 

B2C2 50 49.3868 0.6132% 49.944 0.056% 

C1A1 60 59.248 0.752% 59.039 0.961% 

A2B2G 70 69.9129 0.0871% 69.901 0.099% 

B1C1G 80 78.9692 1.0308% 79.879 0.121% 

C1A1G 85 84.9617 0.0383% 84.963 0.037% 

A1B1C1,A1B1C1G 90 89.94 0.06% 89.928 0.072% 

The fault location error is calculated as 

 WXXYX1%7 = |\:]^_]:`PA :_]` 
a^:`bac>�^`_:] :_]` 
a^:`bac|
da`:] 
bcP 
Pce`f ∗ 100                          (29) 

6. Conclusion 

The use of double circuit lines are becoming common when 

constructing and updating newlines. In this paper, two 

fundamental algorithms: Impedance based, Travelling 

wave(TW) algorithms for 100km, 400KV Double circuit 

transmission lines are implemented using Matlab Simulink 

and programing. The performance of these two algorithms are 

reviewed by varying various parameters like fault type, fault 

location etc. The simulation results show that all ten types of 

faults are correctly located and travelling wave (TW) based 

algorithm locates faults with accuracy less than 0.5% and 

Impedance based algorithms locates faults with accuracy less 

than 2%. 

Nomenclature 

D: Estimated distance to the fault (units: p.u) 

VAA_P: Fault loop voltage composed according to fault, Type 

for double circuit line 

IAA_P :Fault loop current composed according to fault, type 

for double Circuit line. 

IF :Total fault current 

aF0, aF1, aF2 :Weighting coefficients (complex numbers), 

dependent on fault type and the assumed priority for using 

particular symmetrical components 

IF0, IF1, IF2: Zero, positive and negative sequence 

components of total fault current, which are to be calculated or 

estimated. 

Z1A, Z1B : Positive sequence source impedances at terminals 

A and B respectively. 

Z2A , Z2B : Negative sequence source impedances at 

terminals A and B respectively . 

E1A, E1B: Positive sequence source voltages at terminals A 

and B respectively. 

Z1LA: Positive sequence impedance of the faulted line AA 

Z0LA :Zero sequence impedance the of faulted line AA 

IAA1, IAA2, IAA0 : Total sequence currents from faulted line 

(AA) 

VAA1, VAA2, VAA0 : Total sequence voltages from faulted line 

(AA) 

IAB1, IAB2, IAB0 : Total sequence currents from healthy line 

(AB) 
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